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PART – I 

 

 Write any three :   42 

1. Explain characteristics of Communication. 

 

2. Explain the Importance of Communication in the Context Of ‘Cultural Development’. 

 

3. Define the characteristics of Mass Media. 

 

4. Discuss Any News paper’s reports in Context to ‘Corona Pandemic days’ in 

Sociological Point of view. 

 

5. Explain functional approach in context to communication theory. 

 

6. Define Mass Communications through Marxist Approach. 

 

7. Explain Television Advertisements in Sociological Point of View. 

 

8. Discuss Role of Social Media in Social Development.  
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PART – II 

 Write any four answers : 8 

1. What is the Meaning of Communication ? 

 

2. Define Inter Personal Communication. 

 

3. Who compared Communication system of society with human body ? 

 

4. What Functional Approach Means ? 

 

5. What kind of media is Television ? 

 

6. Name the reformist views paper of NARMAD. 

 

7.  Which social media is known as the largest photo sharing platform ? 

 

8. Mass Media Tools are known as ?   

__________ 


